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Whilst not all smooth sailing in my role as stand-in President
for the absent Steve Lansdell, the 2016 season has been an
interesting and exciting year so far. We have now made the
turn for home and I am confident that we have a terrific
opportunity to realise the ultimate success across the Club.

should serve as a great recruiting tool for 2017 and beyond.
Cathie Kemp has been instrumental in driving this initiative
and liaising with the school to ensure the event will be a
terrific success. We look forward to growing the tradition by
playing a fixture at Geelong College in the near future.

Despite sitting second on the ladder, some of our
performances this year have not been entirely reflective of
the talent we have within our club, nor the work in which was
have put in behind the scenes. However, as the old cliché
goes: a week is a long time in football. This is truly evident in
Division 1 of the VAFA this year as one loss can bring you back
to the pack (only one game separates 1st and 6th at present).

A particular focus of the Committee this year has been
growing our membership numbers, with this initiative
spearheaded by Matt Carroll. Matt has taken on the
responsibility for revamping our membership, reconnecting
with lapsed members and increasing the supporter
engagement for each match. On more than one occasion I
have had members email me to pass on their thanks to Matt
for taking the time in one of his now famous telethons to ring
Our playing list is the strongest it has been in recent years a member and secure their support for 2016. Without our
with the addition of last year’s U19 players as well as some valued members, the OGs would not be able to run out each
quality new recruits committing to the OGs. Our Reserves Saturday, so when you are next down at Como, I urge you to
have certainly reclaimed their much vaunted swagger under go over to Matt at his membership table, say “g’day” and sign
the guidance of Adam Wright and sit 2nd on the table, while up as a member to the mighty OGs!
cult hero Louie ‘The Lip’ Chiodo has the Clubbies firing on all
cylinders, top of the ladder and looking poised for a tilt at the The last 6 weeks of the regular season promises to be a tight
Premiership. Our U19’s faced challenges early in the season and exciting finish, and with all sides in contention to play
however with Matt Collister joining Ben Thompson at the finals football I encourage everyone associated with the Club
helm; the boys still have an opportunity to make a charge for to get down to Como Park, cheer on the boys, and help make
finals.
season 2016 one to remember.
For the Seniors, 2016 has been a story of two halves with a
perfect 6-0 record at home somewhat tainted by some
troubles away from Lady Como’s wide expanses. With the
talent possessed in the squad and several players to return
from injury we remain very confident of a strong finish to the
year as we push towards finals and our ultimate goal of a
Premiership.

Jimmy Wright
Stand-in President
Old Geelong Football Club

In regards to our off-field progress, the appointment of Nick
Bourke as Director of Football has brought a degree of
football acumen and high level of expertise to our club, which
will only benefit the OGs as we endeavour to climb the grades.
Nick’s advice to the coaching staff and players has been
invaluable and we are very privileged to have him down at
Como Park.
Another highlight of our off field works has been the
development of our first game for premiership points at one
of our feeder schools, Geelong Grammar. We are delighted to
be able to have the Under 19s and Seniors on the Main Oval
as a showcase of the talent within our football club, which Director of Football Nick Bourke speaks to the players at quarter time
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At the half-way point of a really tight season the Senior side
sits second on the ladder with the second best percentage and
only one game segregating them from the overall objective of
top spot. After overcoming an inconsistent start to the year
where we lost 3 matches from the first 5 rounds the side has
strung together six solid wins from seven games to now show
the healthy record of eight wins and four losses.

We have had some brilliant wins so far this year, most notably
beating the previously top side Old Mentonian's at Como by
44 points in the wet in round 9, and in return winning
ourselves back into the top four. It was also great to celebrat
Alex Herd's 100th match for the Club by beating North Old
Boys by 51 points back in round 6 to kick start our season and
the a six game winning streak.

There have been many positives out of the season so far but
the most pleasing aspect of the side’s story so far has been
the emergence of last year's Under 19 players who are now
cementing their spot in the Senior 22 and becoming more
comfortable at Senior level with each round that passes. The
Youngman twins; Sam and Charlie have brought great energy
and tackling pressure to our forward line, Jock Grimshaw has
added to an already potent forward line with his strong
contested marking, often excelling against the opposition's
best key defender. Josh Hutley has also been a welcome
addition to the back six, providing great foot-skills and drive
from the half back line whilst shutting down the opposition's
key scoring options. The future is bright down at Lady Como
to say the least!

In the second half of the season the side is looking forward to
making amends against the sides they have fallen to earlier in
the year. Most of all the return clash against Therry Penola
which is in round 14 down at Geelong Grammar School, a side
we agonisingly lost to by the slimmest of margins in round 1.
We also set our sights on tackling the probably finals
contender PEGs at fortress Como in the final round of the
home and away season, the side who we gave the first 7 goals
to in the first quarter of the round 5 clash to only fall short in
the last quarter by 13 points.

Another shining light has been the sides’ new recruits in 2016.
George Burbury and Tom Balcombe have added class,
composure and experience to make the side's midfield run
deep, giving coach Jon Knight plenty of options and flexibility.
Shannon Gove has shown some great leadership and poise in
his position at centre half back and returning youngster Will
Sloss hasn't missed a beat playing hard contested footy to win
the ball out to his team mates, often starting the scoring
chain.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the
supporters and members of the Club for their ongoing support
of this side throughout the year so far. Also, to all the
coaching staff, trainers and physios for the tireless work in the
background. It has certainly been a very exciting first half of
the year for all sides not just the Seniors and I can't wait to
tackle the second half of the season.
Andy Leahy
Senior Captain
Old Geelong Football Club

Bring it on!

Thanks,

Jock Grimshaw has gone from strength to strength in his first year in the
Seniors

George
Burbury
Andrew
Leahyhas
#7been a great inclusion for the Seniors this year, adding
his power and class to the forward line
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The Reserves side have enjoyed a successful first half of the
2016 season, sitting in third position on the ladder with three
losses only (two to top-of-the-table St Marys). Fantastic depth
and commitment to training has ensured we have had a
competitive side on the park each and every week with some
strong talent and club stalwarts being forced to earn their
position and bide their time in Lewie’s all-conquering clubbies
side.
Unlike last year where Adam “Lefty” Wright would be
trawling venues on Friday nights looking for anyone keen on a
kick, this season the numbers and quality of players available
has allowed him to focus on coaching and building a game
plan that aligns closely with the Senior side, as well as giving
the Reserves a style of play which will hopefully stack-up
come finals time.
There have been some strong individual performances across
the first ten rounds; Will Evans has continued where he left
off last year playing great football on the wing whilst Andy
Trigg has been a welcome addition on the other.

Following the successful integration of the U19 program back
into the Club in 2015 there was high expectation for the class
of 2016 to continue on with that momentum. A refreshed
coaching panel, retainment of some key leaders from the
previous year and an injection of skill and class into the side
had everyone hoping that the team could go one better than
their predecessor.
A gallant opening round loss away to Mazenod and a
humbling round two defeat at home to Collegians showed us
that the standard of the division had risen significantly in the
off-season. Injuries to key players in the opening rounds
contributed to two losses in rounds three and four and as a
result the league judged that it would be in the Club’s best
interests for the team to be allocated to a different division.
The playing group must be commended on their attitude to
this adjustment as the spirit and endeavour from that point in
time has been admirable. At the time of writing this report the
boys have won three of their six matches in U19 Premier
Reserve including convincing wins at home against Old Scotch
and Williamstown as well as a performance full of guts and
determination to almost topple top two fancy De La Salle on
their home patch.

John Forster, Charles Burbury, Nick O’Hare, Harry Graham
and Hamish Guthrie have created a backline that have been
rarely beaten and earned the privilege to play Senior football
when opportunities have arisen.
The turn-around in on-field results has correlated in increased
output and performance from some noteworthy individuals.
Moving from a permanent position in the forward line into the Co-Captain Ed Gubbins along with Rupert Kebbell have stood
ruck has produced consistently good football from big Tom firm in defence whilst there has been a vast contribution
Wigan which in turn has assisted Andy de Fegely and Michael across the middle from key onballers including Tim
McMormack to feature often within the best players. Up Breadmore, James O’Shea, James Tivendale, Luka Thorpe and
forward it has been a fantastic return to football for Will
fellow Co-Captain Will Griffiths. Up forward George Manton,
Holmes, providing weekly highlights with his aerial pursuits Jono Thomson and Henry Brayshaw have worked tirelessly
and Henry Johnstone has fought through injury to be a and kicked accurately to help reward their teammate’s efforts
regular contributor.
from further up the field.
As we turn towards the final third of the season we feel as
though we are in a strong position to contend for the ultimate
prize come September. The final outcome will be entirely
dependent on how hard we are willing to work over the next
two months and the commitment we are all willing to make.
Ben Millar

The latter party of the 2016 season holds great excitement for
the group as we push hard for the fourth and final spot in the
top four and hopefully by the time we report back at the
conclusion of the season there are some more significant wins
to be spoken about.
Matt Collister & Ben Thomson

Reserves Captain

Under 19s Co-Coaches

Old Geelong Football Club

Old Geelong Football Club
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With four home and away rounds to go before finals, the Club
XVIIIs are poised to create their own history. The mantra was
set from day one before our first game that we were in charge The Club is in the midst of finalising the planned installation of
of our own destiny and it has been a theme throughout the a new electronic LED scoreboard which will put the Club at the
entire season thus far.
forefront of the VAFA when it comes to match day experience
in 2017. Not only will scores be easier to input and read, the
All the Club XVIII players have been given the opportunity by
scoreboard will be able to display video and graphics allowing
to play the game we love on the weekends and develop
for better promotion of our major sponsors and any messages
friendships and team spirit. It is very rare that a group of
throughout the day.
individuals can come together and maintain the focus and
desire to achieve greatness, but that is exactly what we are Be sure to keep your eye on our website for more news on the
doing. There have been a number of individual standouts scoreboard as it comes to hand!
along the journey thus far, however the biggest highlight has
been the team’s ownership and ability to overcome obstacles
and maintain our vision of what is required to achieve our
goal
Despite our level of football being the least demanding of a
players weekly timetable and training, it is imperative that
with the remaining time we have for 2016 we get the
fundamental basics of time and game preparation in order,
that means getting your body and mental state right before
each game, and respecting team protocol of game time
arrival.
Respect for yourself and your team is the greatest
contribution each and every one of the Club XVIII players and
officials can make, and for the next seven weeks I assure you if
we maintain our respect and duty of care for each other we
will achieve our goal of bringing the ultimate prize home, and
book a place in history that no one can ever remove.
Lewi Chiodo
Club XVIII Coach
Old Geelong Football Club

We’re excited to announce Ally Kirkwood as the new Old
Geelong Netball Club President, taking the reins from Sophie
Faulkner who steps down from the position after two years.
Ally has been playing with OGs since finishing at GGS and was
part of the winning grand final team at the end of 2015.
If you or anyone you know is interested in playing social
netball, come down and join the Old Geelong Netball Club.
Games will mostly be played on weeknights at either
Richmond Netball Club or Prahran Netball Club and we are
encouraging every one of all standards to get involved.
Please contact Ally on 0400 707 540 or via email at
mailto:allykirkwood@bigpond.com if you are interested in
getting involved with the OGS Netball Club.

Donald Sahlstrom has had a stellar year in the Club XVIII
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The 1966 Premiership Reunion was held at Como Park Pavilion
on Saturday May 28th coinciding with the Senior and Reserve
matches against Old Paradians. The event was largely
promoted and organised by Tony Poolman, who spread the
word and gathered many from the famous 1966 sides with
considerable success. With some people attending pleasantly
surprised to find there is now a lift at Como to get from the
ground to the first floor (not like the good old days), there was
a sell-out crowd of 120. The Senior side from 1966 was well
represented, and there were apologies from a number who
could not make it. Tracking down members of the Reserves
side proved somewhat harder, but a good number were there
as well, and as someone (perhaps Adrian Bell) commented, a
case of quality slightly ahead of quantity!
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